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MOMENTUM: AFTER TEN YEARS, A GROWING MOVEMENT FOR FREEDOM

"'Don't Ask, Don't Tell' works against our military preparedness, is unfair to patriotic Americans and, as a policy, has failed miserably. It must be repealed."

_The Washington Post_

"The rationale for the [gay ban] had always been that the presence of homosexuals in the military somehow undermined 'unit cohesion' and morale . . . . the reality, increasingly, is that in practice this rationale is undermined by experience."

_Tom Oliphant, The Boston Globe_

Momentum to repeal "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" is building.

As fighting in Afghanistan and Iraq continues, the Pentagon has discharged the fewest lesbian, gay and bisexual service members since 1995. The Pentagon expelled 787 service members for being gay¹ in FY2003, down 17% from FY2002, and 39% from FY2001. Gay discharge numbers have dropped every time America has entered a war, from Korea to Vietnam to the Persian Gulf to the present conflicts.¹

As more and more lesbian, gay and bisexual Americans serve with honor, veterans of the war on terrorism are beginning to speak out. In this year's report, we include the experiences of several service members who have served with distinction in Afghanistan and Iraq.

More of our allies have dropped their bans, and our American troops are fighting alongside openly lesbian, gay and bisexual allied personnel in the war on terrorism. They are also joined by our own skilled operatives from the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and National Security Agency (NSA), whose agencies do not discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation.²

In an historic declaration, three retired flag officers, and members of SLDN's Honorary Board – Generals Keith Kerr and Virgil Richard and Admiral Alan Steinman – came out publicly this year in _The New York Times_ and denounced "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" as ineffective. "There are gays and lesbians who want to serve honorably and with integrity, but have been forced to compromise," Brigadier General Richard told the _Times_. "It is a matter of honor and integrity."

The three officers were joined by thirteen other retired senior military leaders in calling for an end to the ban, including former Reagan Administration Assistant Secretary of Defense Lawrence J. Korb and former Judge Advocate General of the Navy, Rear Admiral John Hutson, USN (Ret.).³
Former President Bill Clinton said for the first time ever that, “Simply put, there is no evidence to support the gay ban,” marking a major retreat from a policy that he once called “a major step forward.”

The American people agree. In two separate public opinion polls, Americans registered their strongest support for gays serving openly in our armed forces. In a December 2003 *Gallup* poll, 79% of Americans said they support allowing lesbian, gay and bisexual Americans to serve openly in the armed forces.10 In a poll from the conservative *Fox News* organization, 64% of Americans said they support gays serving openly in our armed forces.11 In 1993, the number was 57%.12


Policymakers agree. Every Democratic presidential candidate called for an end to the current ban, including Vietnam veteran Sen. John Kerry (D-MA) and former NATO Supreme Allied Commander General Wesley Clark.14 Members of Congress are also speaking out against “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and taking action in greater numbers.

The Supreme Court’s historic June 2003 decision in *Lawrence v. Texas*, overturning state sodomy laws, also calls into question both the military’s sodomy statute and “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”

In 2003, for the first time in a decade, veterans and their allies convened in Washington, D.C. to urge their elected representatives to open the door to service for every qualified American, regardless of sexual orientation. Participants in the event, part of SLDN’s first annual lobby day, met with more than fifty congressional offices.

Reality television gave America two new images of gay veterans this past year. Jason Tiner, came out as gay on the *Bravo’s* gay dating show, *Boy Meets Boy*. And Reichen Lehmkuhl, an Air Force Academy graduate, and his partner, won *CBS’ Amazing Race*.

In the decade since “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” became law, overwhelming evidence has shown the military’s gay ban to be counterproductive to our national interests and contrary to our nation’s ideals.

In this year’s report, we provide a ten year review of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” highlighting the major events of the past decade.

The failed promise to lift the ban a decade ago. The Department of Defense (DoD) policies that made it clear “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” is a ban. The anti-gay harassment left unchecked that was exposed by the tragic murder of Private First Class (PFC) Barry Winchell. The careers that have been ruined by pursuits and witch hunts. The loss to the nation of talented needed service members like the 37 linguists - many speaking Arabic, Farsi and Korean - discharged from the Defense Language Institute.

As discharges during the war in Iraq drop to historically low levels, Americans see first hand the talents of the lesbian, gay and bisexual patriots.

This irrational policy of exclusion has cost our nation, and our security, almost 10,000 dedicated and trained Americans over the past ten years. That’s more than two full brigades. It is also one-third of the 30,000 new recruits that the Army now says it needs to fight the war on terrorism.16

It costs between one quarter billion and 1.2 billion dollars just to train replacements for those men and women fired simply because of their sexual orientation.17

### Costs of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” 1994-2003

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>$17,591,906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>$21,275,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>$25,047,103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>$36,833,975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>$26,697,265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>$23,102,269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$37,010,778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>$30,822,670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>$33,739,921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>$29,378,778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$281,499,971</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The cost of shrinking the pool of talent for our nation’s armed forces, meanwhile, is immeasurable.

Yet today, the pool of accomplished lesbian, gay and bisexual Americans who have served in our nation’s military is one million strong, according to a recent study by the Urban Institute. These patriotic men and women continue to live every day embracing the core values of their services: truth, honor, dignity, respect and integrity.

From the front pages and into America’s living rooms, proud gay veterans spoke out about their service to our country.

REMEMBERING THE PAST: HOLDING A GENERAL ACCOUNTABLE

While there is new and palpable momentum to repeal “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” 2003 reminded all Americans how far we have to go. The confirmation of Major General (MG) Robert T. Clark for promotion to Lieutenant General was a prime example.

Clark was commander of Fort Campbell, Kentucky, in 1999 when PFC Barry Winchell was bludgeoned to death by fellow soldiers who believed Winchell was gay. Under Clark’s watch many reports of anti-gay harassment surfaced in addition to Winchell’s murder, including anti-gay graffiti. Clark also implemented a policy at Fort Campbell that led to a record number of gay discharges at the post. A Department of Army Inspector General (IG) report found other troubling facts about Clark’s tenure at the post, including command-wide low morale; inadequate delivery of health care to soldiers and their families; and wide-spread, leader-condoned underage drinking in the barracks. According to a report from 60 Minutes, Fort Campbell also saw an alarming spike in domestic abuse cases during Clark’s tenure. Despite Clark’s claims that the IG report exonerated him, the IG in fact asked no questions regarding anti-gay harassment.

The Senate Armed Services Committee refused to act on Clark’s nomination in 2002 due to serious concerns about his leadership at Fort Campbell. Undeterred, President Bush re-nominated him in 2003.

The Senate had never denied promotion to a General, let alone questioned his fitness to lead based on his handling of anti-gay harassment under his watch.

For fourteen months, Senators debated MG Clark’s leadership, the rampant anti-gay environment under his watch, and the state of lesbian, gay and bisexual military personnel. Sen. Susan Collins (R-ME) expressed concerns about the nomination stating on NBC Nightly News that, “there is compelling evidence that there were problems at this base.” As the nomination moved out of the powerful Senate Armed Services Committee, three of the Committee’s members – Sen. Daniel Akaka (D-HI), Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton (D-NY) and Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-MA) – voted to deny Clark’s promotion.

“There is compelling evidence that anti-gay harassment at Fort Campbell was pervasive,” Sen. Kennedy said on the Senate floor. Sen. Kennedy went on to say that, when he pointed to such evidence during Committee hearings, “General Clark stated that he agrees with these findings, but that he was, nonetheless, not aware of a single instance of anti-gay harassment prior to the murder,” leading Sen. Kennedy to conclude that “the available evidence indicated that General Clark’s response was not adequate.”

Sen. Mark Dayton (D-MN), also speaking on the Senate floor, broadened the question of Clark’s nomination. “What about those gay and lesbian service members? What message are we sending them?” Sen. Dayton asked as a vote on Clark’s nomination neared.

And in a written statement, Sen. Akaka said he was “disturbed by General Clark’s continued reliance on lack of knowledge regarding misconduct and anti-gay harassment on post as a rationale for his lack of action.” Sen. Akaka concluded that “I could not support his promotion to Lieutenant General.” Senators Russ Feingold (D-WI), John Kerry (D-MA) and Frank Lautenberg (D-NJ) submitted their concerns about the nomination to the Congressional Record.

While Clark was eventually confirmed by the Senate, the debate surrounding his nomination brought the issue of anti-gay harassment in the military to the Senate floor for the first time in history. Military leaders were put on notice that Congressional leaders will no longer turn a blind eye to anti-gay harassment, and signaled growing frustration with the military’s intransigence toward its lesbian, gay and bisexual personnel.
13 POINT ANTI-HARASSMENT ACTION PLAN

General Recommendations:

1. The Department of Defense should adopt an overarching principle regarding harassment, including that based on perceived sexual orientation:

   “Treatment of all individuals with dignity and respect is essential to good order and discipline. Mistreatment, harassment, and inappropriate comments or gestures undermine this principle and have no place in our armed forces. Commanders and leaders must develop and maintain a climate that fosters unit cohesion, esprit de corps, and mutual respect for all members of the command or organization.”

2. The Department of Defense should issue a single Department-wide directive on harassment.
   - It should make clear that mistreatment, harassment, and inappropriate comments or gestures, including that based on sexual orientation, are not acceptable.
   - Further, the directive should make clear that commanders and leaders will be held accountable for failure to enforce this directive.

Recommendations Regarding Training:

3. The Services shall ensure feedback on reporting mechanisms are in place to measure homosexual conduct policy training and anti-harassment training effectiveness in the following three areas: knowledge, behavior, and climate.

4. The Services shall review all homosexual conduct policy training and anti-harassment training programs to ensure they address the elements and intent of the DoD overarching principle and implementing directive.

5. The Services shall review homosexual conduct policy training and anti-harassment training programs annually to ensure they contain all information required by law and policy, including the DoD overarching principle and implementing directive, and are tailored to the grade and responsibility level of their audiences.

Recommendations Regarding Reporting:

6. The Services shall review all avenues for reporting mistreatment, harassment, and inappropriate comments or gestures to ensure they facilitate effective leadership response.
   - Reporting at the lowest level possible within the chain of command shall be encouraged.
   - Personnel shall be informed of other confidential and non-confidential avenues to report mistreatment, harassment, and inappropriate comments or gestures.
7. The Services shall ensure homosexual conduct policy training and anti-harassment training programs address all avenues to report mistreatment, harassment, and inappropriate comments or gestures and ensure persons receiving reports of mistreatment, harassment, and inappropriate comments or gestures know how to handle these reports.

8. The Services shall ensure that directives, guidance, and training clearly explain the application of the “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy in the context of receiving and reporting complaints of mistreatment, harassment, and inappropriate comments or gestures, including:

   • Complaints will be taken seriously, regardless of actual or perceived sexual orientation;
   • Those receiving complaints must not ask about sexual orientation – questions about sexual orientation are not needed to handle complaints; violators will be held accountable; and
   • Those reporting harassment ought not tell about or disclose sexual orientation – information regarding sexual orientation is not needed for complaints to be taken seriously.

Recommendations Regarding Enforcement:

9. The Services shall ensure that commanders and leaders take appropriate action against anyone who engages in mistreatment, harassment, and inappropriate comments or gestures.

10. The Services shall ensure that commanders and leaders take appropriate action against anyone who condones or ignores mistreatment, harassment, and inappropriate comments or gestures.

11. The Services shall examine homosexual conduct policy training and anti-harassment training programs to ensure they provide tailored training on enforcement mechanisms.

Recommendations Regarding Measurement:

12. The Services shall ensure inspection programs assess adherence to the DoD overarching principle and implementing directive through measurement of knowledge, behavior, and climate.

13. The Services shall determine the extent to which homosexual conduct policy training and anti-harassment training programs, and the implementation of this action plan, are effective in addressing mistreatment, harassment, and inappropriate comments or gestures.

July 21, 2000
We write to request full and complete implementation of the 13 Point Anti-Harassment Action Plan (AHAP) by all of the Armed Services... We conclude that the Services are not in full compliance with the ... Action Plan and ask that the Department of Defense evaluate the Plan’s implementation.

22 Members of Congress in a Letter to Secretary of Defense Ronald Rumsfeld

[ANY harassment of the members of our Armed Forces is unacceptable.

Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness Dr. David S.C. Chu

The Bush Administration and its Pentagon leaders continue to ignore a growing epidemic of anti-gay harassment within the armed forces. Despite the adoption of a comprehensive Anti-Harassment Action Plan (AHAP) by then-Secretary of Defense William Cohen more than four years ago, Defense Department leaders refuse to implement the plan and continue to turn a blind eye to dangerous harassment within the ranks.

The AHAP specifically notes that “treatment of all individuals with dignity and respect is essential to good order and discipline.”

Its words, however, have never made it down the chain of command. The Plan continues to collect dust on Pentagon shelves.

In response to the Pentagon’s failure to follow the Plan, twenty-two Members of Congress, in a July 2003 letter to Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld, ordered action. In their letter, the Congressional Representatives conclude that “the Services are not in full compliance” with AHAP and subsequent order and request that “the Department of Defense evaluate the Plan’s implementation” and report on its progress.

In a September 2003 response to the letter, Under Secretary of Defense Dr. David Chu indicated he would comply with the Congressional request. An honest review will find that:

• The Pentagon has failed to issue a single Department-wide directive on harassment, as required by the AHAP. The directive, according to the Anti-Harassment Action Plan, must “make clear that mistreatment, harassment and inappropriate comments or gestures, including based on sexual orientation, are not acceptable.” Further, “the directive should make clear that commanders and leaders will be held accountable for failure to enforce this directive.”

• None of the individual services have implemented the training requirements spelled out under the AHAP. The training is to be tailored to the grade and responsibility of the audience, and administered to every member of the military.

Instead, SLDN has documented that training rarely meets such standards, and is instead often treated as a joke and dismissed by military leaders. The Army has come closest to meeting the guidelines, but the message is not reaching the field. The Marine Corps has taken small steps. The other services, however, continue to do nothing in this important area.

• No service has properly instructed personnel on how to safely report anti-gay harassment. The services are required to provide clear training on how to report harassment and to instruct those who receive such complaints not to ask about a service member’s sexual orientation. While some services have taken small steps, most have completely failed to properly inform service members. Here, too, the Army has come closest to meeting the guidelines, but the message is not reaching the field. The Marine Corps has taken small steps. The other services, however, continue to do nothing in this important area.

• None of the services have enforced – or evaluated adherence to – the Anti-Harassment Action Plan. The services are required by the AHAP to ensure inspection programs to assess adherence to the AHAP and assess the effectiveness of efforts to address anti-gay harassment. While the Army, Air Force and Marine Corps have taken small steps in the right direction on measurement, the Navy has completely failed to make any assessment of its efforts. None of the services have evaluated the level of anti-gay harassment. Enforcement, also required by the AHAP, is absent from all of the services. Instead, complaints of harassment continue to fall on deaf ears. Credible, well-documented cases of harassment go uninvestigated and offenders go unpunished. Accountability is non-existent.
All this, despite overwhelming evidence, as reported by the DoD Inspector General, on the need for such programs.

This Administration, which has for too long ignored the safety of a specific segment of its military personnel, must immediately:

• Ensure full and adequate training on anti-harassment programs and the law’s investigative limits. The services should ensure every service member – from recruit to flag officer – receives rank-appropriate training to prevent anti-gay harassment. The Pentagon should also make clear that anti-gay harassment includes, but is not limited to, inappropriate comments and gestures, mistreatment, threats and assaults. The Pentagon should make clear that “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” contains specific investigative limits.

• Provide adequate avenues to report harassment. The Pentagon must ensure that all service members understand avenues available for reporting harassment. All service members should know that complaints are to be taken seriously and those making complaints will not be asked about their sexual orientation. Inspectors General, law enforcement personnel, equal-opportunity representatives, chaplains, health care providers, commanders and all personnel who deal with harassment must be given clear instructions not to “out” service members who seek their help. The services must also adopt a rule of privacy for conversations with health care providers. And, there must be adequate training on how to respond to complaints of harassment.

• Enforce the policy and hold accountable those who ask, pursue or harass. The Pentagon must require enforcement of prohibitions against asking, pursuits and harassment. Commands must hold accountable those who harass or condone harassment, as well as those who ask or pursue. Commanders must also understand there are specific consequences for violations, from letters of counseling to courts-martial, depending on the offense. The Pentagon must uphold and enforce its own rules and regulations.

• Measure the effectiveness of training and guidance. The Pentagon must require the services to measure the results of their efforts in implementing the Anti-Harassment Action Plan.

Sound-bites offering empty promises to protect men and women in uniform are useless. The Pentagon must take concrete steps to address harassment. This Administration must leave no service member behind.

CHARTING THE FUTURE:
“The state cannot demean their existence or control their destiny”

Lawrence v. Texas

The future of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” is clear – the ban will be lifted. The question remains when and how.

The Supreme Court’s decision in Lawrence v. Texas, while it does not directly address “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” does call into serious question the future of a law that is predicated on governmental intrusion into the private lives of its citizens.

In broad and sweeping language, Justice Anthony Kennedy confirmed in the Lawrence case the “right to liberty under the Due Process Clause,” which, he wrote, “gives the full right to engage in private conduct without government interven-

There’s only one good way to celebrate the 10 year anniversary of this law: by ending the discrimination against American sons and daughters who are protecting us everywhere, everyday and who also happen to be gay.

Robin Gerber, USA Today

[“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell”] has done the nation a disservice by doing wrong to those who would fight for it.


DOD IG Findings

80% have heard derogatory, anti-gay remarks during the past year; 37% said they witnessed or experienced targeted incidents of anti-gay harassment —9% of whom reported anti-gay threats —5% of whom reported witnessing or experiencing anti-gay physical assaults.

III
tion.” The decision, he summarized, found that in the matter of private, consensual adults, “the state cannot demean their existence or control their destiny.”

Service members, straight and gay, have already challenged the military’s sodomy statute, and that antiquated statute’s fate lies, initially, with the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, the military’s highest criminal court of appeals.

Another case already filed challenges “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” using the Lawrence decision before the Court of Federal Claims. Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) Steve Loomis, a decorated Vietnam combat veteran and recipient of the Purple Heart, was discharged eight days prior to his twenty year retirement for being gay. LTC Loomis is challenging his discharge and the constitutionality of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”

The Pentagon says it is “fairly enforcing” the law. There is, however, no fair way to implement “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” or any policy of discrimination. The truth is evident and overwhelming: there is no evidence to support the gay ban. Pentagon leaders must speak up for repeal. Former Presidents, Secretaries of Defense, service leaders, senior enlisted leaders, and all Americans must speak up and demand repeal. As the courts, veterans and the American people speak out in favor of opportunity for all, the end of discrimination in our armed forces is closer, and more attainable, than ever before. Overturning “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” is the right thing for our military, for our service members and for all Americans. The momentum is building.
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FROM THE SKIES OVER THE PERSIAN GULF: A PILOT CLOUDED BY “DON’T ASK, DON’T TELL”

The vast majority of service members deployed for Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom cannot be out. They are the shadows and voices behind the screens. Yet, without their courage and skill, America could not carry out its mission.

One such sailor is a Seahawk helicopter pilot who was deployed in both Iraq and Afghanistan. His missions included combat search and rescue, submarine hunting, small boat defense and Special Forces support. Seahawk pilots are the ones who try to stop terrorists from striking ships like the USS Cole and who helped secure the oil wells in Iraq prior to invasion to ensure that Iraqi forces did not set them ablaze.

“Our mantra is up in twelve, meaning we have to go from a dead sleep to airborne in twelve minutes to carry out any mission assignment,” he explains.

He speaks anonymously, because his name could mean his discharge. He speaks on behalf of at least a dozen sailors based on his ship who are gay.

Sources of comfort for Rooke, though, were the care packages that his friends from the Task Force sent him. “Those care packages made me feel connected back to friends and support back home,” he says.

Today, Rooke has returned home to Washington, D.C. and continues his work with the Task Force. His isolated existence in service to his country stands in stark contrast to his career with the Task Force, where he works on the frontlines for freedom again – for his community as well as his country.

FROM THE FRONTLINE OF IRAQ: GAY MARINE SERVES IN SILENCE

An SLDN client who must remain anonymous because he continues to serve on active duty served as an infantryman in Iraq for seven months, conducting security patrols and humanitarian assistance.

A native Spanish speaker, “Joaquin’s” command selected him to serve as an interpreter for U.S. forces working with allied forces from Spanish-speaking countries. An immigrant to America from Mexico, Joaquin had a uniquely American dream: to become a United States Marine. Joaquin impressed local recruiters in his home town because he had attended recruiting events since he was fifteen years old. “I wanted,” he says, “to give something back to my country, America.”

Joaquin is also a gay American, and came to terms with his sexuality during high school.

At first, he brushed aside the issue of his sexual orientation, not wanting anything to interfere with his dream of becoming a Marine. But as he fought for freedom abroad that his country denied him at home, Joaquin became increasingly wary of serving under “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” The ban compromised his integrity.

Reluctantly, he came out to his command as a matter of honesty, and in response to harassment from other Marines who concluded that his silence about his private life indicated he was likely gay. The Marine Corps has not yet discharged Joaquin and he continues to serve his country proudly.

“...I did not know anyone else who was gay. And the environment was such that one did not feel comfortable coming out,” Rooke says.

Sources of comfort for Rooke, though, were the care packages that his friends from the Task Force sent him. “Those care packages made me feel connected back to friends and support back home,” he says.

Today, Rooke has returned home to Washington, D.C. and continues his work with the Task Force. His isolated existence in service to his country stands in stark contrast to his career with the Task Force, where he works on the frontlines for freedom again – for his community as well as his country.

Anonymous Navy Pilot

When I was in Iraq, I served alongside some of our nation’s staunchest allies, many of whom allow gay people to serve openly. In my own country, however, I cannot serve openly and honestly. 47

LANCE CORPORAL “JOAQUIN”

Anonymous Navy Pilot

What would I say to someone who is anti-gay? If it weren’t for “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” I would say ‘You are a bigot. Get out. Move on. It’s better for the military for him to find another job’ 48

Anonymous Navy Pilot
He speaks for his partner, also serving in the Navy, fighting for our country, too. “We’ve been together,” he says, “for three years.” Everyone on his partner’s ship knows he is gay and, he says, “at least five percent of the ship is gay.”

Back on his ship, the pilot finds comfort in confiding with his gay colleagues, but says everyone is careful to come out only to those they trust. The pilot intends to make the Navy his career and serve for at least twenty years. One wrong story about life back home, made to one wrong person, however, could result in his discharge.

FROM THE FRONTLINE
OF AFGHANISTAN:
MASTER CHIEF PETTY OFFICER
OF THE COAST GUARD VINCENT W.
PATTON III, (RET.)

General John Abizaid, Commander of U.S. Central Command, and the USO, invited SLDN Honorary Board member, Master Chief Petty Officer of the Coast Guard Vincent W. Patton III (Ret.) to tour Afghanistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Pakistan with the USO. Patton tried to go into Iraq twice, but each time his aircraft turned back due to enemy fire. Patton’s mission which was part of the USO’s “Operation Handshake” program, was to gauge the morale of our troops involved in military operations in the Middle East.

Patton served in the U.S. Coast Guard for over 30 years, retiring after serving as the Coast Guard’s top senior enlisted service member for over four years. Patton most recently completed his divinity studies at Graduate Theological Union, Berkeley, CA and is now an ordained minister.

Patton says that he spoke to roughly 700-800 troops, mostly soldiers, during his tour. While he talked about a variety of topics with the troops, he also talked candidly about his thoughts on gays in the military and the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy. “It’s like building a sandwich,” Patton says. “You don’t start off the conversation talking about gays in the military. I had to first build trust with the individual I was talking with. In doing so, I found some common ground, that opened up the dialogue to pursue the discussion further to touch on this sensitive yet volatile subject,” Patton says.

Attitudes regarding lesbian, gay and bisexual colleagues, he says, split largely among generational lines. Young enlisted troops were not concerned about the sexual orientation of their military colleagues. “I found in my conversations that for the most part they are more culturally exposed to gays. They grew up with it so it’s no big deal. There’s a lot to be said about Barry Goldwater’s statement, you don’t have to be straight to be a good soldier, you just have to know how to shoot straight,” Patton says.

Patton’s experience shows that leadership makes a difference. One soldier came out to Patton because he had heard that he was asking troops about gays in the military, and telling them about his work on behalf of SLDN. Having gained the trust of the troops, and showing leadership on behalf of all service members, he created a zone of comfort where at least one soldier was willing to be open. The soldier said, “I know about SLDN.”

“The soldier reported that he knew of three other soldiers in his unit that are gay or lesbian, but they kept themselves distant from each other out of fear of being discovered,” Patton says.

When Patton returned to the United States, he visited troops at Walter Reed Medical Center in Bethesda. He saw many of the soldiers with a variety of injuries from serious burns to amputated limbs incurred from their hazardous profession. They are the face of the war on terrorism that few see. “They were in bad shape. I had to steel myself to stay positive. The visit was so overwhelming that when I got back to my car, I had to cry and have a talk with God about how deeply this event was so troubling to me. They have given so much for our country,” Patton says.

It is quite likely that more than one of the patients Patton saw is gay.
Unlike their peers, lesbian, gay and bisexual service members have no teary goodbyes at dock-side. Communication is cryptic, to obscure the gender of their loved ones left behind. Separation, for months or for years, is made more painful by the inability to simply say “I love you” in a phone call back home. And, perhaps most cruelly of all, the partners of gay personnel injured or killed in battle may never be notified of their loved one’s status.

One such partner met her girlfriend two years ago in the Navy. Jen worked in Navy legal affairs; her partner reads radar, tracks incoming missiles and recently sailed to the Persian Gulf to fight a war.

Jen has since been discharged under “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” but her partner remains on active duty, and plans to stay in for twenty years.

The media are filled with photos of the worried families of straight soldiers, including their tearful, poignant goodbyes or their joyous reunions. But gay and lesbian partners can’t share such scenes. They can’t access the support services the military offers spouses. They can’t be sure they would be the first to find out if their loved ones were wounded, captured or killed.

Patricia Ward Biederman in *The Los Angeles Times* 

Being able to acknowledge their love, Jen said, “would take a weight off our shoulders.” Although Jen said she is not bitter about the “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy that ended her naval career, she thinks reform is overdue. “The policy needs to change because there are so many gays serving and serving well,” she said, sounding like any proud spouse of an American service member. “They’re out there, and they’re fighting for us.”
The decade under “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” has been a disservice to our country and to the people who serve in our Armed Forces.

“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” has deprived our Armed Forces of the skills, talent, experience and commitment of nearly 10,000 personnel discharged under the law.

It has deprived us of untold numbers of young Americans who have chosen not to serve or who have cut short their careers in the military because of the ban. The ban demands self-denial far beyond the already substantial sacrifices expected of uniformed personnel and their families.

“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” forces gay military personnel to live a lie as a condition of service. The law denies others the opportunity to know and learn from their gay colleagues.

The history of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” is complicated. A comprehensive account of the policy, its genesis and application, would require volumes to tell. On this tenth anniversary, however, we review some of the defining moments of the past decade.

We review how the initial promise of a more benign policy toward gays actually created mass confusion about the policy and backlash against lesbian, gay and bisexual service members.

We review how, over time, the new law showed its true colors as a gay ban, just like its predecessors, not a step forward for our nation, our military or our military personnel.

We review the epidemic of anti-gay harassment in the ranks and the inadequate response of our military leaders. In particular, we review the brutal murder of Private First Class Barry Winchell at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, exposing six years of harassment and violence against gay service members left unchecked by military leaders.

Lastly, we examine the significant shift in public opinion post September 11th in support of gays serving openly in the military. The American people and some military leaders are beginning to acknowledge that “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” was bad policy when it became law, and it is bad policy today. It is time for change.

WHAT IS “DON’T ASK, DON’T TELL?”

“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell, Don’t Pursue, Don’t Harass” is a statutory ban on gays in the military, similar to the regulatory bans that preceded it. It is the only law in America that authorizes firing someone for his or her sexual orientation. Indeed, “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” is the only law that punishes lesbians, gays and bisexuals for coming out. Many Americans believe that “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” represents a compromise in which gay people can serve in the military as long as they are discrete about their personal lives. Ten years’ experience has proven beyond a doubt that this is simply not the case. An honest statement by a gay service member of his or her sexual orientation to anyone, at anytime, anywhere may lead to discharge.

“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” is an umbrella term for the statute, regulations and memoranda that comprise the ban. It is perhaps easiest to understand by breaking it down into its component parts.
**Don’t Ask.** Commanders or appointed inquiry officials shall not ask, and members shall not be required to reveal, their sexual orientation.49

**Don’t Tell.** “A basis for discharge exists if . . . [t]he member has said that he or she is a homosexual or bisexual, or made some other statement that indicates a propensity or intent to engage in homosexual acts . . . .”50

**Don’t Pursue.** More than a dozen specific investigative limits laid out in DoD instructions and directives comprise “Don’t Pursue.” It is the most complicated and least understood component of the policy. These investigative limits establish a minimum threshold to start an inquiry and restrict the scope of an inquiry when one is properly initiated.

A service member may be investigated and administratively discharged if they:

1) make a statement that they are lesbian, gay or bisexual;

2) engage in physical contact with someone of the same sex for the purposes of sexual gratification; or

3) marry, or attempt to marry, someone of the same sex.51

Only a service member’s commanding officer may initiate an inquiry into homosexual conduct.52 In order to begin an inquiry, the commanding officer must receive credible information from a reliable source that a service member has violated the policy.53 Actions that are associational behavior, such as having gay friends, going to a gay bar, attending gay pride events, and reading gay magazines or books, are never to be considered credible.54 In addition, a service member’s report to his/her command regarding harassment or assault based on perceived sexuality is never to be considered credible evidence of their sexual orientation.55

If a determination is made that credible information exists that a service member has violated the policy, a service member’s commanding officer may initiate a “limited inquiry” into the allegation or statement. That inquiry is limited in two primary ways. First, the command may only investigate the factual circumstances directly relevant to the specific allegation(s).56 Second, in statements cases, the command may only question the service member, his/her chain of command, and anyone that the service member suggests.57 In most cases of homosexual statements, no investigation is necessary.58 Cases involving sexual acts between consenting adults should normally be dealt with administratively, and criminal investigators should not be involved, except in extraordinary circumstances.59

The command may not attempt to gather additional information not relevant to the specific act or allegation, and the command may not question anyone outside of those listed above, without approval from the Secretary of that service.60 Such an investigation is considered a “substantial investigation.”61 In order to request authority to conduct a “substantial investigation,” the service member’s command must be able to clearly articulate an appropriate basis for an investigation.62

As with a “limited inquiry,” only a service member’s commanding officer has the authority to request permission to conduct a “substantial investigation.”63 By definition, a “substantial investigation” is anything that extends beyond questioning the service member, the service member’s immediate chain of command, and anyone the service member suggests.64

**Don’t Harass.** “The Armed Forces do not tolerate harassment or violence against any service member, for any reason.”65 There are many regulations and laws that prohibit harassment and can be applied to anti-gay harassment cases. Harassment can take different forms, ranging from a hostile climate rife with anti-gay comments, to direct verbal and physical abuse, to death threats.

“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” is a complex law comprised of statute, regulations and policy memoranda. The above description, however, covers the basic components of the law – and those are fairly simple. Don’t ask about sexual orientation. Don’t investigate sexual orientation, except in specific circumstances and in limited ways. Don’t harass. Don’t tolerate harassment based on perceived sexual orientation.

Unfortunately, even after almost ten years, the services continue to violate these basic rules.

---

**Hopes Dashed That The Ban Would Be Lifted: How “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” Became A Law**

The prohibition of gays from military service has been an issue since the regulatory ban began during World War II. In 1992, the issue came to the forefront of the American consciousness with the national news coverage of the brutal murder of Seaman Allen Schindler, beaten to death by fellow sailors because he was gay.66 The murder and the public response that accompanied it helped bring attention and support to then-candidate Bill Clinton’s vow to lift the ban on gays in the military if he were elected President.
After President Clinton’s election, there was hope that he would issue an Executive Order allowing gays and lesbians to serve following the example of President Harry Truman who integrated the military by Executive Order. The political response in opposition to lifting the ban was swift and vicious. In the intense political wrangling that plagued his Administration in early 1993, it became clear that President Clinton’s intent to lift the ban, I can attest to the unfairness of the process that led to “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” There was no honest discussion about whether gay service members contribute positively or negatively to unit cohesion. Anti-gay stereotypes and a sense that the military should not break with tradition so as to acknowledge the civil rights of gay Americans were key features of the working group’s dynamic. My 30 years of military service lead me to believe that gay, lesbian and bisexual members of the Armed Services deserve every opportunity afforded straight service members; sexual orientation is irrelevant to one’s ability to serve well in our Armed Forces.

Master Chief Petty Officer of the Coast Guard Vincent W. Patton, USCG (Ret.)

Congress held hearings heavily weighted toward supporters of the ban. The Pentagon created a working group to examine the issue that was also biased towards retention of the existing policy. Ultimately, in July 1993, President Clinton announced that a “compromise” had been reached. This compromise was presented to the public as a “gentleman’s agreement” which would respect the sensibilities of heterosexual service members while affording some privacy to gay members of the armed forces. Assurances of a “zone of privacy” with respect to sexual orientation were made, as then-Chair of the Joint Chiefs Colin Powell promised, “We won’t witch hunt. We won’t chase. We won’t seek to learn orientation.” Military leaders promised that discretion would be all that was required of gay service members, and in exchange, gay service members would not be subject to invasive questioning. As a result, this new policy came to be popularly known as “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”

In November 1993, the new ban on gays in the military became law – a statute passed by Congress. No longer could the ban be lifted by Executive Order, nor was it still possible to work through the regulations to alter the status of gay military personnel.

“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” was different from prior prohibitions on service in three respects. First, Congressional and military leaders acknowledged, for the first time in 1993, that lesbians, gays and bisexuals serve our nation and do so honorably. Second, the policy states sexual orientation is no longer a bar to military service. Third, President Clinton, Congress and military leaders agreed to end intrusive questions about service members’ sexual orientation and to stop the military’s infamous investigations to ferret out suspected lesbian, gay and bisexual service members. They agreed to take steps to prevent anti-gay harassment. They agreed to treat lesbian, gay and bisexual service members even-handedly in the criminal justice system, instead of criminally prosecuting them in circumstances where they would not prosecute heterosexual service members. They agreed to implement the law with due regard for the privacy and associations of service members.

The ink on the new statute had barely dried when the promises underlying it were broken. The “gentleman’s agreement” proved illusory when the regulations imple-
THE EARLY YEARS OF “DON’T ASK, DON’T TELL”
CONFUSION AND BACKLASH

In the first few years of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” some believed, mistakenly, that the new policy represented a liberalization of the prior ban on gays in the military. The response from military leaders, however created mass confusion in the ranks.

DoD failed to distribute the new regulations, or train on the policy’s investigative limits.

DoD and the services issued guidance that directly contradicted the promises made when “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” became law.

The confusion generated by inaction and missteps created a vacuum quickly filled by anti-gay harassment and improper investigations - manifestations of a severe backlash against service members perceived to be gay, or even gay-friendly. Conservatives within the military transferred their anti-Clinton sentiment and their anger at what they perceived to be a “homosexual agenda” foisted on them by a President with no military credibility, to the easiest targets – their gay coworkers. Where once gay service members flew largely under the radar, there was nowhere to hide after the political firestorm that surrounded “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” Anti-gay harassment and witch hunts soared. The human toll mounted as careers were shattered by an increasing number of illegal investigations and discharges.

CONFUSION

When the Department of Defense issued the regulations implementing “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and the services followed with their directives, the promises made by those who supported the new ban were already broken. The regulations contradicted the very assurances that made “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” palatable to those who favored lifting or liberalizing the ban.

There was no zone of privacy for gay service members, and it was clear that discretion would not save anyone’s career. Contrary to the promises made, nothing short of celibacy and complete secrecy would be necessary for gay service members to avoid discharge under the new regulations.

For example, in June 1994, the Navy Manpower Analysis Center issued a memorandum suggesting that public displays of support for gay activities by Navy members may be “inconsistent with good military character” contrary to “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” The Navy issued this memo in response to the discovery that an active duty sailor was a member of a gay choir.

In another memo, the Navy instructed psychologists and other healthcare providers to turn in service members who sought counseling for issues related to their sexual orientation. Again, from all indications, Congress had no intent to include within the mandate “Don’t Tell” a prohibition that would prevent members of the armed services from obtaining adequate medical assistance by requiring them to lie to their military healthcare providers. Nonetheless, this guidance served as the basis for a number of discharges.

A November 1994 memorandum from Richard A. Peterson, Air Force Judge Advocate General instructs investigators to question parents, siblings, school counselors, roommates, and close friends of suspected gay service members. The memo also tacitly promotes witch hunts in that it states that commands may take action against service members discovered to be gay during the course of an investigation into another service member.

Nothing in “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” or its legislative history even hints at a prohibition on “telling” to parents and family members; the only justification asserted for the “Don’t Tell” component of the law lay in the (unfounded) premise that unit cohesion would be impacted negatively by open gay service. No one ever argued that coming out to one’s parent would impact military readiness.

Then DoD General Counsel Judith Miller buttressed the Air Force memo with one of her own on August 18, 1995, which, among
other things, instructed commanders and inquiry officers to inquire into whether service members making statements of homosexual or bisexual orientation had ever engaged in a sexual relationship with a person of the same sex. Once again, this instruction contradicted the stated intent of the “Don’t Pursue” component of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”

DoD General Counsel Miller issued this memorandum in response to a surprising case in which a service member actually prevailed against the odds to remain in the service as an openly gay woman. This was the case of Navy Lieutenant Zoe Dunning. Dunning was a Naval Reserve Lieutenant when she stated publicly that she was a lesbian, and the Naval Reserve initiated discharge proceedings against her. Dunning fought to remain in the Naval Reserves, arguing that her status as a lesbian could not serve as the basis for her discharge without evidence that she intended to act upon her sexual orientation so as to violate military law. The separation board agreed and retained her. The Miller memorandum prohibited further use of Dunning’s successful “status versus conduct” defense. Dunning nonetheless continues to serve today, having now reached the rank of Commander.

Commander Dunning and others like her present perhaps the most salient contradiction that marked this early period of the ban - the fact that many gay service members challenging the ban in court served openly during this period with overwhelming support from their colleagues and their commands. A number of service members came out in 1993 as well, when gay discharges were temporarily suspended while the new policy was being ironed out. The Pentagon has never once suggested that military effectiveness decreased while these openly lesbian, gay and bisexual Americans served our country in uniform.

Colonel Margarethe Cammermeyer was perhaps the most celebrated case of a lesbian serving openly, with her story forming the basis of a movie with Glenn Close, Serving in Silence. The Army National Guard initiated Colonel Cammermeyer’s discharge after learning that she is a lesbian during a security clearance investigation. Cammermeyer, a Vietnam veteran, successfully challenged her discharge, and received overwhelming support from her military colleagues. She served as an open lesbian for four and one-half years. She was not alone.

Petty Officer Mark Phillips’ coworkers presented him with a chocolate cake on the anniversary of his coming out to his unit, and Captain Rich Richenberg’s colleagues surprised him with a birthday party during his legal battle to stay in the military. Sergeant Justin Elzie served as an openly gay Marine for many years before he left the military.

Petty Officer Keith Meinhold, rated as one of the Navy’s top airborne sonar analysts, served openly even before he became a plaintiff in litigation challenging the ban. His unit was named the most combat-ready in the Pacific Fleet, and Meinhold’s coworkers supported him throughout his battle to stay in the Navy. One of Meinhold’s coworkers, who admitted to being “the bigot from hell” prior to working with Meinhold, said Meinhold “totally changed” his attitude toward gays in the military.

For members of the Armed Forces trying to make sense of the new ban during these early years, the juxtaposition of these successful openly gay service members against the regulations mandating discharge of any person found to be gay – regardless of his or her accomplishments or value to the unit – was perplexing.

The silver lining in these early years should have been the limits on administrative and criminal investigations included among the initial guidance from DoD and the services. The prohibition of the use of criminal investigators in almost all inquiries into alleged homosexual conduct was a significant improvement over prior regulations. And even though “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” is and will always be a ban on gays in the military, the limits on administrative investigations, if observed, would have provided some minimal protections for gay service members. DoD and the services, however, failed to disseminate this guidance to commanders in the field. The vacuum created by the lack of guidance was quickly filled with misinformation, leading to severe violations of service members’ privacy in contravention of the new regulations.

Accountability for such violations was virtually non-existent, providing no real incentive for commanders to learn the new regulations and observe them.

BACKLASH

The confusion created by the new regulations themselves, the vacuum created by the poor dissemination of the regulations, and the additional guidance that undercut the initial promises of the policy, set the stage
for anti-gay forces within the military to engage in substantial backlash against service members perceived to be gay or even gay friendly. Gay discharges soared during the first years of the policy, and witch hunts and anti-gay harassment skyrocketed. SLDN documented a startling number of witch hunts in its first three annual reports on “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” One of the most outrageous occurred in Okinawa in 1994, when twenty-one service members were questioned about their sexual orientation and the sexual orientation of other service members in a massive sweep of suspected gay personnel.103

Another egregious situation occurred in the same year in South Korea, where a young female enlisted soldier was threatened with criminal charges for allegedly being a lesbian, after she reported a sexual assault committed by male soldiers and they initiated rumors about her sexual orientation in retaliation.105

On the USS Simon Lake, ported in Sardinia in 1995, over sixty women were questioned about their sexual orientation.106 General Powell’s promises in 1993 of “Don’t Pursue” notwithstanding, witch hunts and illegal pursuits were rampant during the first three to four years of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”

In addition to the witch hunts, anti-gay harassment skyrocketed during the first years of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” and remains a significant problem today. In 1995, SLDN documented ten death threats in just one year under the ban. When service members reported death threats, they were routinely investigated themselves or found their complaints ignored.

The case of Airman Sean Fucci illustrates how military leadership has consistently failed to stop harassment. Fucci reported a note reading, “DIE FAG” left in his room. His commanders offered him no protection, and failed to investigate the source of the threat. Instead, his supervisor questioned him about his sexual orientation, forcing Fucci to move off-base at his own expense for his personal safety.108

Even the tragic death of Seaman Allen Schindler at the hands of fellow sailors was not enough to make the leadership of the USS Belleau Woods take anti-gay violence seriously. In 1996, a young sailor on the same ship from which Schindler and his murderers hailed was told by his Chief Master at Arms that he would be killed in the same way Schindler was if he exercised his right to a discharge board to fight allegations of gay conduct. Assured that his leaders would not protect him and fearful for his safety the sailor accepted the discharge.112

Not all harassment was this extreme. But the day-to-day experience for gay service members during this period, and throughout the history of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” has been characterized by persistent anti-gay comments, jokes, cadences, and epithets - on the parts of both officers and non-commissioned officers (NCOs), as well as junior enlisted personnel. Hostile command climates for gay service members have been the rule, rather than the exception. After putting up with anti-gay language and veiled threats of physical and professional harm for long periods of time, some service members found it necessary to make coming out statements as a matter of principle or personal safety. One such case was that of Air Force Major Robert Kittyle, in which an inquiry officer concluded, “It appears Major Kittyle made this announcement after he could not tolerate derogatory comments concerning homosexuals.”113

A form of harassment known as “lesbian-baiting” was prevalent during
this period and made life very difficult for many women in the service.114 Top female performers, as well as women who rebuffed the sexual advances of male colleagues and superiors, were regularly targeted by rumors of lesbian conduct.115 This may be one of the reasons behind the fact that women are discharged at a rate twice their presence in the services under “Don’t, Ask, Don’t Tell.”

REALITY SINKS IN:  
“DON’T ASK, DON’T TELL” IS A BAN

In 1998, SLDN continued to document inadequate dissemination of the regulations implementing “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” Commanders and military lawyers received conflicting guidance when they received any guidance at all. Service members and commands were still confused about the new rules. Nevertheless, by the mid 1990’s, norms emerged - some good, some not.

Criminal investigations became less common, witch hunts decreased, and inappropriate command-directed asking and pursuits also generally decreased.

Conversely, gay discharges increased exponentially. Reports of anti-gay harassment skyrocketed. Attempts to preserve the promised zone of privacy completely failed. The last of the constitutional challenges to “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” also failed, extinguishing the hope some held that the courts would lift the ban.116

THE RULES OF “DON’T ASK, DON’T TELL” BECOME CLEARER

While the regulations implementing “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” were promulgated in 1994,117 it took years before they began to filter down to the unit level.118 Even where the new regulations were available, old habits died hard, and reversion to the tactics allowable under the prior ban, but not under “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” was common 119

In 1998, DoD released its only review of the implementation of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” While the report white-washed many of the problems in the first years of the implementation of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” it acknowledged the improper investigations reported by SLDN, and recommended that those responsible for implementing the policy be given better training to ensure compliance with the regulations.120 The review also contained recommendations that DoD stress the need for “consultation with higher headquarters” prior to the initiation of substantial investigations.121 Finally, the report recommended the reissuance of existing guidance on anti-gay harassment.122

Certain aspects of the new rules, however, began to be generally observed. The new security clearance rules were one example.123 The new regulations, followed by an Executive Order, prohibited the use of information about a service member’s sexual orientation garnered during the security clearance process as a basis for investigation and discharge.124

Criminal investigations also became less common, as word got out – even where the regulations did not – that the regulations prohibited the use of criminal investigators in administrative investigations under “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”125 In the early 1990’s, SLDN documented more than a dozen cases of criminal prosecution for consensual same-sex conduct. Over time, reports of criminal investigations diminished. In 1997, SLDN reported that it did not receive a single report of a gay service member undergoing court-martial for consensual same-sex sexual conduct during the entire year.126

There were exceptions to this trend, like the 1995 case of Air Force Major Meeks. The Air Force held a trial of Debra Meeks beyond her retirement date and subjected her to court-martial for allegedly engaging in sexual conduct with another female.127 At stake were Meek’s liberty and her twenty year retirement pension. The court-martial acquitted her.

Witch hunts were not entirely a thing of the past by the mid-to-late 1990’s. A plea arrangement used in a 1996 sexual assault case at Hickam Air Force Base in Hawaii provided a lesser sentence for the accused in exchange for his promise to give the names of all men with whom he had had consensual sex.128 The defendant offered 17 names of men in all branches of the military but the Coast Guard, and every one was discharged.129

Over time, command-directed asking and pursuing decreased. The regulations were still inadequately disseminated. SLDN reported in 1997 that it was still receiving regular requests for copies of the regulations from commanders and JAG officers. The norm, however, was beginning to change.

There were exceptions to the general trend away from improper administrative investigations.130 One of the most flagrant of these was the March 1999 witch hunt at the Defense Language Institute in Monterey, California, in which 14 airmen, primarily women were discharged.131

Another example of unlawful pursuit was the highly publicized case of Senior Petty Officer Timothy
McVeigh, outed to his command when AOL disclosed his personal information – including the use of the word “gay” in his user profile – to a Navy investigator.132 A federal judge found the Navy acted improperly in McVeigh’s case.133

Perhaps the most heart-wrenching example of an inappropriate administrative investigation was the case of Air Force Captain Monica Hill, subjected to invasive and demeaning questions about her sexual life after requesting a deferment of her active duty report date to care for her terminally ill partner.134 Upon receiving the deferment request, the Air Force immediately suspended Hill’s orders in order to investigate her.135 Hill’s partner died several months later, and the Air Force discharged Hill several months after that.136

Complaints of inappropriate investigations by service members rarely resulted in the investigations being stopped, and often resulted in retaliation. Such was the case of Nikki Galvan, a West Point cadet who stood up for what she believed were her rights under “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” when she reported a Lieutenant Colonel for inappropriately questioning her about her sexual orientation and sexual activities.137 In response to her complaint, Galvan’s diaries and three years worth of emails were seized, and information contained in them led to her discharge.138

While improper command-directed asking decreased, peer asking increased as a new generation of Americans entered the service.

**Murder and Harassment**

The tragic 1999 murder of Private First Class (PFC) Barry Winchell for his perceived sexual orientation exposed on the national stage the military’s tolerance of anti-gay violence and harassment. It represented a defining moment in the history of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” No longer could one ever view “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” as a benign policy.

On July 5, 1999, PFC Barry Winchell was beaten to death with a baseball bat in his sleep by fellow soldiers who believed he was gay.139 At the trial of his murderers, soldiers testified that Winchell endured four
months of daily anti-gay taunts and harassing comments from the two killers and others prior to his death. Winchell had tried to report the harassment to the Fort Campbell Inspector General, but was turned away. Winchell’s chain of command was aware of the harassment and did little. Some members of Winchell’s chain of command even participated in the harassment.

“Incog, faggot down the street. Shot him, shot him ’til he retreats.”
– Cadence reported at Fort Campbell in the weeks following Private First Class Winchell’s murder.

At Fort Campbell, soldiers continued to report anti-gay graffiti and anti-gay cadences in the weeks and months after Winchell’s death. Gay discharges at Fort Campbell skyrocketed after the murder. In FY1999, Fort Campbell’s gay discharges represented 3.6% of the Army total. By FY2000, they represented almost 28% of the Army total. Winchell’s murder, and the Army’s inadequate response to it, was a clear sign to gay soldiers that their lives would not be protected in the face of anti-gay violence.

Many consequently came to view assignment to Fort Campbell as a death sentence. Gay soldiers fled the installation in droves, often making statements of homosexual orientation purely as a means of self-preservation.

Fort Campbell was not the only place in the military where anti-gay rhetoric was pervasive. Rather, it was the most extreme example of a systemic problem across the services.

Just three months following the Winchell murder, a Marine Lieutenant Colonel at Twenty-Nine Palms sent an email to his subordinates mocking the Winchell murder and deriding the premise that commanders should take responsibility for the safety of their gay Marines, or “backside rangers,” as he called them.

In early 2000, a senior non-commissioned officer on the USS Carl Vinson told a sailor rumored to be gay, “I’m not the one you want to tell that you are gay; I will discharge you from the Navy and send you home in a box.” SLDN reported scores of similar statements by leaders and junior enlisted personnel across the services in 1999 and 2000.

“Department policy concerning harassment is based on the fact that treatment of all individuals with dignity and respect is essential to good order and discipline. Mistreatment, harassment, and inappropriate comments or gestures undermine this principle and have no place in our armed forces.”
– Dr. David S.C. Chu, Under Secretary of Defense

“Department policy concerning harassment is based on the fact that treatment of all individuals with dignity and respect is essential to good order and discipline. Mistreatment, harassment, and inappropriate comments or gestures undermine this principle and have no place in our armed forces.”
– Dr. David S.C. Chu, Under Secretary of Defense

“There is not, nor has there ever been a climate of homophobia at Fort Campbell.”
– LTG Robert Clark

“We never intended to become activists, but the murder of our son and the Army’s indifference to the anti-gay climate that led to it left us no other choice. The command climate at Fort Campbell set the conditions for our son’s death. After his death, the command, including the commanding general Robert T. Clark, failed to take any action to correct the anti-gay climate on the base. No one in command at the time of our son’s murder was ever held accountable for the leadership failures that cost us our son. We will continue to fight for an end to the ban, in the hopes that no other parents will ever have to endure the loss of a child to anti-gay violence in the military again.”
– Pat and Wally Kutteles, parents of Private First Class Barry Winchell

Response from DoD and the Services

The Pentagon took its first look at anti-gay harassment in 1998, and discovered confusion in the ranks about how to respond to such harassment. Ironically, little more than a month after Winchell’s murder, Under Secretary of Defense Rudy de Leon issued a memorandum reiterating DoD policy to investigate threats of harassment, in response to deficiencies discovered during the 1998 review. This reaction was unfortunately too little, too late.
In response to the Winchell murder, the DoD Inspector General administered a survey to assess the command climate across the services and determine whether anti-gay harassment was truly a problem. The results of the survey, reported in March 2000, indicated that anti-gay harassment was a substantial problem. 80% of service members reported having heard derogatory anti-gay remarks in the preceding year. 37% indicated that they witnessed or experienced targeted incidents of anti-gay harassment – of those, 14% reported anti-gay threats or anti-gay physical assaults. The DoD could no longer claim that anti-gay harassment was an isolated occurrence.

The DoD formed a working group to address the now demonstrated wide-spread problem of anti-gay harassment. The working group proposed a thirteen point Anti-Harassment Action Plan (AHAP) and on July 21, 2000 Under Secretary of Defense Bernard Rostker instructed the services to implement the plan.

The AHAP contained four primary mandates designed to curb anti-gay harassment: (1) training to prevent harassment; (2) appropriate and effective reporting mechanisms for complaints of anti-gay harassment; (3) enforcement of the prohibition on harassment and accountability for those who violate it; and (4) measurement of AHAP implementation and the plan’s effectiveness. Unfortunately, the requirements of AHAP have gone largely unfulfilled to date and anti-gay harassment continues to be a significant problem across the services.

In addition to issuing AHAP, the Administration had one final response to the epidemic of anti-gay harassment. Then President Clinton issued Executive Order 13140 providing for sentence enhancement under the Uniform Code of Military Justice for hate crimes.

Anti-gay harassment left unchecked contributed to the tragic murder of PFC Barry Winchell. In response to this tragedy, the military finally began to acknowledge anti-gay harassment is a problem and has taken some steps to address it. The failure to adequately address anti-gay harassment, however, has allowed anti-gay harassment to continue in the ranks and leaves open the possibility of yet another tragedy.

In FY2003, during which time the U.S. embarked on a second effort, Operation Iraqi Freedom, discharges dropped another 13%. The irony of gay service members being allowed to serve during the times when unit cohesion is of the utmost importance has not been lost on many Americans.

American troops have been serving side by side with openly gay members of allied forces, including the United Kingdom, Canada and Australia. Thirteen coalition partners in Operation Enduring Freedom allow lesbians, gays and bisexuals to serve openly, as do eleven coalition members fighting in Operation Iraqi Freedom. Service members have been working side by side in the war on terrorism with CIA, NSA, and FBI agents – all of whom cannot only be openly gay, but are protected from discrimination on the basis of their sexual orientation.

Even inside the military, a change in attitude toward gay service members is evident. Gay troops are more openly valued than ever before.

In 2001, the Army dropped its discharge proceedings against openly gay Lieutenant Steve May, an officer skilled in bio-terrorism.

An April 2002 Marine Corps memorandum at Twenty-Nine Palms stat-
ed, “Homosexuals can and do make some of the best Marines.” Letters to the editor in the Military Times publications are increasingly supportive of gay Americans serving openly. A January 2004 Military Times poll shows an increase in acceptance of gays in the military among its subscribers, who tend to be senior military personnel and careerists. Gay service members are becoming less willing to stay in the closet as a condition of service.

High-ranking retired officers and senior NCOs are increasingly speaking out on the issue. In October 2003, retired Admiral John Hutson, formerly the Navy’s top military lawyer, wrote an article condemning the ban and calling for repeal. Democratic presidential nomination candidate General Wesley Clark spoke out repeatedly against the ban during his campaign, arguing that the policy is unworkable and calling for a new law under which all Americans may serve regardless of sexual orientation.

In November 2003, three retired flag officers denounced “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and came out in a New York Times article, becoming the highest ranking gay military personnel ever to come out publicly. In December 2003, fifteen retired senior military leaders signed an open letter calling for an end to the ban.

The public’s attitude has changed as well. A December 2003 Gallup Poll reported that 79% of Americans believe that openly gay people should serve in the U.S. military—a dramatic change from 1992 when only 57% of Americans believed homosexuals should be hired for the armed forces. Even the politically conservative Fox News Network polling in August 2003 indicated that 64% of the public supports allowing gay people to serve in the military.

The political landscape and discourse is shifting as well. From the halls of Congress to the editorial pages there was outrage at the discharge of thirty-seven linguists from the Defense Language Institute. The senselessness of losing Arabic linguists during a time of war for something as irrelevant as their sexual orientation was clear - particularly when there is a severe shortage of qualified linguists. By the end of 2003, nearly every major newspaper in the country, including the New York Times, the Washington Post, USA Today, and the Chicago Tribune had issued editorials calling for an end to the ban.

Members of Congress are speaking out against the ban. Sen. Mark Dayton (D-MN) made a lengthy speech on the floor of the Senate during the consideration of Major General Clark for promotion in which he called for an end to the ban. In the same debate, Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-AL), one of the most conservative voices in the Senate acknowledged gay service members have a right to be treated fairly. Such a statement from as conservative a voice as Sen. Sessions would have been unthinkable ten years ago.

In the presidential campaigns of 2000 and 2004, the shift in thinking on this issue is apparent. President Bush announced his support of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” in contradiction to the GOP platform which still states that “homosexuality is incompatible with military service.” Every contender for the Democratic nomination from the 2000 election forward has supported gay military service, including Vietnam veteran Sen. John Kerry and retired General Wesley Clark. And former President Clinton issued a letter in October 2003 acknowledging for the first time that there is no evidence to support the ban, marking a major retreat from his initial statements that the policy was a step forward.
CONCLUSION: “DON’T ASK, DON’T TELL” was BAD LAW WHEN IT WAS PASSED, AND IT IS BAD LAW TODAY

“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” has proven itself over the course of the last ten years to be an unworkable policy in which nobody wins. “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” provides no greater privacy for gay service members than its predecessor regulatory bans. The rules that implement the law are convoluted and strained. The wasted lives and resources behind the statistics of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” are becoming less tolerable to Americans in a wartime environment and a cultural environment in which the closet has become, in many segments of American society, a thing of the past. A sea change has resulted with respect to public support for the ban, stemming from a growing recognition that a policy which deprives the nation of skilled military service members has no place in our federal law. “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” will undoubtedly take its place in the history books as a failed policy experiment that did a great disservice to thousands of Americans discharged under the law, and to the country deprived of their service.

The future of the law is uncertain. The Supreme Court’s decision in Lawrence v. Texas acknowledging a constitutional right to engage in intimate sexual relationships may provide a new basis for a constitutional challenge to “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” The Court’s pronouncement in that case has already led to challenges to the constitutional validity of the Uniform Code of Military Justice sodomy provision, Article 125, a provision often used to support the argument that gays should not serve. The political landscape is shifting towards repeal. The time for change is upon us, and the only question remaining is when – not whether – the ban will cease to be the law of the land.
In FY2003, Army discharges under “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” continued the downward trend that began with the start of the war on terrorism in the Middle East and Afghanistan, dropping to 378.  

“...[E]ven as some gay men and lesbians are being tolerated temporarily while they help liberate Iraq, others are being kicked out of military language training. This is an enormous waste of human resources, at once self-destructive and unjust. The military cannot afford to brand as unfit for service qualified men and women who wish to put their talents — whether those lie in combat roles or languages — in the service of their country.”

Washington Post Editorial

This represents a 23% decrease from FY2002, and a remarkable 42% decrease from FY2001. As SLDN speculated in the Ninth Annual Report, this continued decrease in gay discharges is likely due to a combination of factors, including the war in Iraq, continued military operations in Afghanistan, and a growing recognition by commanders that sexual orientation is irrelevant to unit cohesion and mission readiness.

The Army’s implementation of the Anti-Harassment Action Plan (AHAP) stagnated in 2003, with the exception of one improvement in anti-gay harassment training, and little progress was achieved in other areas of the policy.

AHAP IMPLEMENTATION: ARMY TAKES ONE STEP FORWARD

Harassment of soldiers for any reason, to include race, religion, national origin, sex, and perceived sexual orientation, will not be tolerated.”

AR 350-1 paragraph 1-7(c)(1)

The Army made some progress in 2003 with the implementation of AHAP. The Army continues to lead the other services in AHAP implementation, though the bar remains low given that the other services have virtually ignored AHAP for the last three years. AHAP training and reporting continue to be problematic, and accountability for and measurement of anti-gay harassment in the Army continue to be inadequate.
The Army made modest improvements in anti-gay harassment training in 2003. The good news is that in October 2003 new training materials were issued by the Sergeants Major Academy, which promises better anti-harassment training for the Army’s senior non-commissioned officers (NCOs). The bad news is that the April 2003 revision of Army Regulation 350-1 failed to include a mandate for annual AHAP training as directed by DoD.

The new training issued by the Sergeants Major Academy in October, 2003 for use in the Advanced Non-commissioned Officers Course (ANCOC) is a positive development.186 This hour-long training emphasizes NCOs’ responsibilities to care for soldiers—including those perceived to be gay—and the tone of the training materials is respectful and professional. Using practical exercises, NCOs are coached through situations in which they are faced with rumors regarding the sexual orientation of a soldier, statements of homosexual orientation, lesbian-baiting, and anti-gay vandalism. Throughout the training packet, the emphasis is on the limits to appropriate investigations, and on ensuring that soldiers reporting harassment are not targeted for investigation.

SLDN welcomes this step forward, having long argued that training of NCOs is key to ensuring that the message that anti-gay harassment will not be tolerated is communicated to the field. SLDN encourages the Army to ensure through monitoring and evaluation mechanisms that these trainings are given in the respectful tone in which they are intended by the Sergeants Major Academy.

A major disappointment in 2003 was the failure of the Army to include any reference to AHAP training in its April revision of AR 350-1, the Army Training regulation. The regulation has still not been updated to reflect mandatory annual training on AHAP—more than three years after the issuance of the Chief of Staff’s directive requiring the update.187 Annual training on the Homosexual Conduct Policy (HCP) is mandated by the regulation, as is annual training on sexual harassment and fraternization policies. The regulation, however, continues to omit a requirement for annual training to prevent anti-gay harassment as required by DoD.

Despite the failure to direct annual training on AHAP, training materials on the HCP are available online188 and include four slides devoted to anti-gay harassment. These slides explain the prohibition on anti-gay harassment, define what constitutes...
Specialist Tommy Cook loved the Army and loved being a soldier. The battalion representative to the Better Opportunities for Single Soldiers (BOSS) program, Cook knew everyone in his battalion and was well-liked. Cook’s positive relationships did not help him, however, when he came out in response to an anti-gay death threat. An NCO in Cook’s company informed Cook, “If I ever found out someone on my crew was gay, I would kill him.” Daunted by this threat but unwilling and afraid to report it, Cook chose to come out to his command and face the discharge proceedings he knew would follow.

In response to his statement, Cook’s battalion commander accused him of making his statement to avoid deployment, and threatened him with a general discharge. When Cook reminded his battalion commander that he made his statement in response to a death threat, the battalion commander was unmoved and forwarded a recommendation for a general discharge to brigade headquarters. With the help of SLDN and his Army trial defense attorney, however, Cook was honorably discharged in January of 2004. If anti-harassment training in Cook’s unit had been effective, the NCO who cost the Army this bright young soldier would not have felt at liberty to make an overt threat to gay personnel with whom he worked. If the Army had properly disseminated information about confidential reporting channels, Cook might have chosen to seek assistance through those channels, rather than risking discharge. Cook’s story is yet another example of why AHAP implementation in the Army has a long way to go.
In 2003, SLDN discovered a troubling trend in the use of a form that clearly violates regulatory limits on investigations. At least two Army installations, Fort Leonard Wood and Fort Stewart, are using this form. The form is a modified Sworn Statement Form (DA Form 2823) apparently being used as a standard investigatory tool in cases where the soldier has made a statement regarding his or her sexual orientation. Questions on the form include “… have you experienced difficulties being around other members of your own sex?” “Did you tell your recruiter about your Homosexual/Bisexual conduct prior to entering the Army?” “Did you engage in Homosexual/Bisexual acts as an experiment?” Such questions are a flagrant violation of the “Don’t Ask” and “Don’t Pursue” components of the law.

SLDN wrote the Fort Leonard Wood Inspector General’s (IG) Office regarding the use of this form in the case of one client, Jennifer McGinn. Fort Leonard Wood’s IG’s office investigated the use of this form, and replied to SLDN that it was approved by Fort Leonard Wood’s Staff Judge Advocate’s office for use in basic training companies. At the time of writing this report, SLDN has not received a response to its written request for confirmation of this approval by the Fort Leonard Wood Staff Judge Advocate’s office. SLDN continues to investigate how widespread the use of this form is within the Army, and is working to ensure the Army discontinues its use.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

MAINTAINING PROGRESS ON AHAP IMPLEMENTATION MUST BE A PRIORITY FOR THE ARMY

While the Army has come a long way in protecting its gay or perceived to be gay soldiers since the murder of PFC Barry Winchell at Fort Campbell in 1999, there is still much to be done. Full implementation of the AHAP is essential to fair treatment of gay soldiers, and the Army must provide better and more consistent training on "Don't Ask, Don't Tell." Specific recommendations for 2004 include:

• Ensure anti-gay harassment assessment mechanisms are developed to ascertain the effectiveness of training;
• Train soldiers on how to report harassment;
• Ensure officers know how to respond to reports of harassment;
• Hold harassers, and those condoning harassment, accountable for their actions;
• Utilize command channels and Army publications to better educate soldiers on AHAP, the rules of "Don't Ask, Don't Tell," and principles of dignity and respect for all soldiers;
• Eliminate the use of standard forms in limited investigations of alleged violations of the homosexual conduct policy. Questions must be tailored to the particular circumstances of each case in order to avoid unnecessary intrusion into the personal lives of service members and their families; and
• Form a committee to review AHAP implementation, encompassing Army experts from the Personnel, Equal Opportunity, Inspector General, Chaplain, and Staff Judge Advocate realms, as well as senior NCO representation.

"He can go over there and he can fight for his country... but he can't say goodbye to me in public without the threat of court martial."

Partner of gay soldier in the 82nd Airborne.
Air Force “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” discharges increased slightly in FY2003 to 142, higher than the 121 reported in FY2002, but still dramatically lower than the 217 reported in FY2001. The continued trend of lower discharge numbers may be attributed to the Air Force’s significant involvement in Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom, as well as the Air Force’s growing tendency to selectively apply “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” During FY2003, the Air Force largely ignored implementation of the Anti-Harassment Action Plan (AHAP).

**Entry-level discharges for homosexuality dropped from 326 in 1998 to 19 in 2002... What happened? Basic-training officials set up a system to make sure recruits really understand all the implications of a discharge for homosexuality, such as having to convince officials they are homosexual.”**

Colonel Sharon Dunbar, commander of the 737th training group at Lackland AFB, Air Force Times

**“Once they recant their statements, as far as we’re concerned, they never made [the statement]”**

Secretary of the Air Force James Roche, Air Force Times


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Discharges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
charges at Lackland AFB, the Air Force invited SLDN to visit the base and assist in a review of the implementation of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” in an effort to reduce discharges. SLDN proposed multiple changes and was pleased to see the discharge numbers decrease over the last few years.

Now, however, it appears the Air Force may be lowering the numbers by requiring service members to prove their sexual orientation. Air Force officials stated to the *Air Force Times* that airmen are required to convince officials of their sexual orientation. This requirement of proof is not only contrary to law and policy, it potentially exposes airmen to discharge as well as to disciplinary or criminal charges. Air Force officials also stated that they are ignoring statements of sexual orientation made by airmen while in training. While SLDN applauds the retention of gay airmen, the Air Force’s selective application of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” is troubling.

**Tolerance Tumbles Backwards: AHAP Implementation Clouded by Practical Experiences of Air Force Members**

The increased demands on the Air Force during FY2002 and FY2003 due to Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom appear to have negatively impacted its compliance with the AHAP. The overwhelming trend during FY2003 was a fall back from the already inadequate compliance efforts in FY2002, resulting in the Air Force falling far short of meeting the training, reporting, enforcement, and measurement requirements of AHAP.

The Air Force claims to conduct annual training on the Homosexual Conduct Policy (HCP), which contains some information about the Air Force’s anti-harassment measures. This training, however, is woefully inadequate and may be contrary to the goal of ensuring that airmen will be comfortable in reporting harassment based on actual or perceived sexual orientation. The HCP training contains only two Power Point slides addressing anti-gay harassment. Neither slide identifies to whom airmen may report harassment nor what avenues within the Air Force are confidential, as required by the AHAP.

Furthermore, one slide specifically states that an airman’s sexual orientation may be investigated following a report of harassment if credible evidence of conduct arises during the course of an inquiry into the harassment report.

SLDN is concerned about reports that the Air Force is telling its members during training that they have a duty to report gay service members. SLDN was dismayed to discover from an Air Force officer who attended an officer training program in 2003 that the attendees were instructed that Air Force health care professionals, including doctors and therapists, and chaplains should report statements of sexual orientation to the service member’s command. DoD has stated there is no requirement that military health care professionals turn in service members. SLDN has received at least one other report this year of similar guidance.

In addition, while the Air Force has prepared separate training materials tailoring some of the information for different target audiences (general audiences and commanders, judge advocates and law enforcement personnel), it appears that these training materials contain identical slides addressing harassment. This fails to meet the AHAP requirement that training be tailored to the grade and responsibility level of the audience.

The Air Force appears not to have taken steps to enforce anti-harassment provisions. There is no information in the Air Force materials about accountability for those who engage in anti-gay harassment. The training materials for supervisors, Staff Judge Advocates (SJA), and commanders should detail that appropriate action must be taken against anyone who condones or ignores harassment or mistreatment based on an airman’s actual or perceived sexual orientation.

The current training, however, contains no guidance on what action should be taken to hold harassers accountable.

The Air Force has taken some small steps towards implementing the measurement provisions of the AHAP. Specifically, Air Force Instruction 90-201 requires the Air Force Inspector General to “evaluate the training of all those charged with implementing the homosexual conduct policy,” and to “assess commander, staff judge advocate, and investigator training on the DoD homosexual conduct policy.”

Regrettably, this instruction does not mention anti-harassment training specifically, as the AHAP orders. Furthermore, no remedy is indicated
if a unit is found not to be in compliance with requirements.

It is imperative that the Air Force take the AHAP requirements seriously. Air Force members need to be clear that harassment based on actual or perceived sexual orientation is prohibited in the Air Force, and that they can confidentially report such harassment and harassers will be held accountable for their actions.

**UNNECESSARY LOSSES:**
*A Senior Enlisted Airman Fights for his Retirement*

After more than twenty years of outstanding service in the Air Force, the last thing that Master Sergeant David A. Cooper expected was to have to fight for his retirement. Unfortunately, this is precisely what Cooper was required to do following allegations that he engaged in homosexual conduct at the on-base enlisted club. Despite the fact that Cooper’s wife, who was with him at the club that night, and seven other witnesses stated that Cooper did not engage in any type of homosexual conduct that night, Cooper’s command chose to believe the statements of two civilians making vague allegations against Cooper.

Following the accusation, Cooper’s command initially recommended that he submit a request to retire. Incredulous that the Air Force was choosing to believe vague allegations over multiple witness statements to the contrary, and fearing what it might mean to fight his command’s recommendation, Cooper submitted his retirement request. Shortly afterward, Cooper’s command informed him they were withdrawing their retirement recommendation and he was being processed for discharge for homosexual conduct. During the months that followed, Cooper fought to save the retirement he worked so hard for. Cooper’s retirement request and discharge paperwork were submitted to the Secretary of the Air Force at the same time. Fortunately for Cooper, the Secretary of the Air Force granted his request for retirement. Unfortunately for Cooper, his separation paperwork from the Air Force is flagged so that he is prohibited from reentering the service.

**MORE UNNECESSARY LOSSES:**
*Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps Cadet Chooses Honesty over a Scholarship*

“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” often requires service members to choose between honesty and service. Mara Boyd, like many, felt that service without honesty was too high a price to pay. Boyd entered the University of Colorado as an Air Force ROTC cadet in 1999. Excited by the leadership possibilities the military offers and the money that enabled her to go to college, Boyd confidently signed her AFROTC contract, prepared to live the Air Force’s core values of honesty and integrity, and acknowledging that homosexual conduct was grounds for dismissal. She had no concerns at the time because she had had the same boyfriend for three years in high school. Boyd, however, would later be forced to confront the meaning of honor and integrity as she came to discover she is a lesbian. After coming out to herself as a lesbian in the summer before her junior year, Boyd soon realized just how difficult it was to keep her sexuality a secret. Even innocent questions by other cadets became potential minefields. “What did you do over the summer?” “Are you dating anyone?” “Can I fix you up with my friends?” Boyd quickly came to realize that every half truth she told chipped away at her sense of honor and integrity. This was no way to be the officer she knew she could be. So, with complete understanding that her honesty would likely mean disenrollment from ROTC and a hefty bill from the Air Force, Boyd chose to remain true to herself and revealed to her ROTC command that she is a lesbian.

Despite a very understanding and supportive command, the Air Force honorably discharged Boyd and is now seeking
Boyd is sharing her story with as many people as she can in an effort to end the ban on gays serving in the military.

**AIR FORCE COMMANDS IN TEXAS CONTINUE OLD PROHIBITIONS:**

In clear violation of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” Texas Commands Make Gay Bars Off Limits

For the last nine years of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” it has been clear that simply going to a bar or club catering primarily to lesbians and gays is not a violation of the law. Under “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” the services were supposed to end any prohibitions against service members from going to these types of bars. The Air Force bases in and around San Antonio, Texas, however, are still violating this rule and have been instructing their airmen and officers that five area bars are off-limits to service members solely because they are considered to be gay bars.

This past year, SLDN obtained a Power Point slide presentation from Randolph AFB listing these off limits establishments. The slides show pictures of the five bars and state that they are off limits because of “illicit homosexual activity.” The slides indicate the bars have been off limits since 1990, before “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” became law. The presentation also notes, however, that “[e]ach of these facilities were reviewed and inspected July and Aug 2002 timeframe. We found credible evidence that warrants leaving these facilities on the off-limits list.”

Prohibiting service members from frequenting a bar simply because it caters to a gay or alternative crowd is a direct violation of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” SLDN has reported this violation to the Air Force and is awaiting a response.

**RECOMMENDATIONS: THE AIR FORCE MUST COMPLY WITH “DON‘T ASK, DON’T TELL” AND MOVE FORWARD TO IMPLEMENT AHAP**

Tension, confusion, and a return to a few old ways marked the Air Force environment last year with respect to “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and the AHAP. The Air Force members who contacted SLDN during 2003 expressed uncertainty about where the Air Force stands in its implementation of both, and a renewed fear that they will be discharged or otherwise punished if the Air Force perceives them to be lesbian, gay or bisexual. Therefore, SLDN proposes recommendations very similar to those made last year:

- Open a dialogue with SLDN on training and implementation of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and the AHAP;
- Fully implement all prongs of the AHAP;
- Alter tailored training to address different audience levels (command, judge advocates, senior NCOs, Inspectors General and enlisted ranks);
- Clearly identify how and to whom Air Force members can safely report harassment based on perceived sexual orientation;
- Clearly identify confidential resources for Air Force members who are, or are perceived to be, lesbian, gay or bisexual;
- Authorize Equal Opportunity staff to investigate reports of harassment based on perceived sexual orientation;
- Hold harassers, and those condoning harassment, accountable for their actions;
- Provide more specific training on “credible evidence” and limits to investigations under “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell;” and
- Re-emphasize that associational behavior, such as going to bars and clubs frequented by lesbians and gays, is not evidence of someone’s sexual orientation and should not be a punishable offense in the military.
Discharges of lesbian, gay and bisexual sailors continued to drop in FY2003. This trend is not surprising. The Navy needs good sailors and has shown reluctance to discharge sailors while they are deployed. A significant percentage of the Navy was deployed in 2003. Deployments in support of the Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan engaged over half of the Navy’s surface vessels and submarines during FY2003.

The Navy also appears to be further de-emphasizing its Homosexual Conduct Policy (HCP) and Anti-Harassment Action Plan (AHAP) training during this time of amplified deployment. This reduction in training is troubling. There remains confusion in the Navy about how the HCP should be implemented and Navy commands are still pursuing service members based on non-credible evidence, or evidence provided based on retaliatory motives.

“Every hour a sailor doesn’t have to sit in training is an hour they’re working.”
Commander Craig Anderson, executive officer of the personnel development center, Navy Times

“GMT [general military training] is sometimes viewed as a negative because we do repeat it over and over again”
Master Chief Electronics Technician Lyman Watts, Navy Times

The Navy made no progress on its implementation of AHAP in FY2003. Instead, the Navy actually reduced its training from the minimal and inadequate training that existed in FY2002. This reduction was part of a larger trend by the Navy in FY2003 to cut down on its personnel training programs.

The only vehicle the Navy uses for training on HCP and AHAP is its general military training (GMT) for equal opportunity, sexual harassment prevention, and grievance procedures. In 2002, the Navy’s GMT contained just three slides out of twenty-five addressing “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”
Don’t Tell” and anti-harassment measures. In our 2002 report, SLDN reported deficiencies in this training. Unfortunately, in its desire to cut down on the time spent in training, the Navy’s 2003 revision of the GMT has further reduced the training and now provides only one slide addressing the HCP and AHAP.

The one remaining slide briefly addresses three major issues. First, it instructs sailors that homosexuals and bisexuals will be separated from the Navy if they state their sexual orientation, engage in sexual acts with someone of the same gender, or marry or attempt to marry someone of the same gender. Second, it states that sailors who are perceived to be gay should not be harassed. Lastly, the slide instructs that investigations into a sailor’s sexual orientation by their command should be based on credible evidence. These subjects are much too broad to be addressed in one training slide. Therefore, this slide, the full extent of the Navy’s training, completely fails the training requirements of AHAP by providing no details on how anti-gay harassment will be addressed. This failure is reflected in reports from sailors to SLDN that the GMT trainings they have received provided very little information about the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” or about anti-harassment measures. The Navy claims to specifically provide Navy leaders and legal professionals with more in-depth training on the prevention of anti-gay harassment and “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” as required by the AHAP. However, SLDN has been unable to find any training materials to support this claim.

The Navy has utterly failed to meet the reporting requirement of AHAP that mandates that sailors be provided with information on how and to whom to report harassment based on actual or perceived sexual orientation. The Navy training materials state that “[i]ndividuals must be able to report crimes and harassment free from fear from harm, reprisal, or inappropriate or inadequate command response.”219 The training materials do not discuss how or to whom harassment can be reported, nor do they indicate what avenues of reporting may be confidential.

Enforcement of AHAP and accountability for those who harass is virtually non-existent. The Navy GMT materials say little about what will happen to sailors who harass other sailors, or commands who violate “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” SLDN is unaware of any directives or orders specifically addressing the issue of enforcement and accountability. Furthermore, SLDN has found little proof that the Navy is holding accountable its members for harassing or condoning harassment of its sailors.

AHAP’s final requirement is measurement of the effectiveness of anti-harassment programs. It is unclear what, if any steps, the Navy is taking to comply with this requirement. The Navy claims that its Inspector Generals include specific interest items in their inspections on the question of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” training, application and enforcement. There is no indication that the Inspector Generals seek information about anti-gay harassment, nor has the Navy explained what it does with the information collected.

The Navy’s desire to make sure that sailors’ time is used efficiently during this time of war is understandable. This desire for efficiency should not come at the expense of training that is geared towards ensuring the safety of sailors and improving unit cohesion.

Command Sanctioned
Revenge Succeeds:
Chaplain Resigns After her
Command Recommends
Discharge Based on Allegations
Made in Retaliation

Since its passage in 1993, “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” has been seen as a perfect vehicle for revenge. Spurned men and women use the law to ruin the careers of those who reject sexual advances; supervisors use the law to frighten subordinates seeking to report them for improprieties; spouses use the law to try and gain an edge in divorce or custody proceedings. Unfortunately, the services contributed to the popularity of this avenue for revenge by freely accepting allegations of “wronged” persons without considering how motive might affect their credibility. Revenge appears to be the motive that ended the ten year career of Navy Chaplain, Lieutenant Commander Karen Soria.

In late 2002, early 2003, Soria realized her Navy ministry was in danger when the husband of a close friend alleged Soria was having an affair with his wife. Newly divorced, but on very good terms with her own husband, Soria provided support and counsel as her friend pro-
command sanctioned
retaliation stopped by separation board:
doing the right thing leads sailor to brink of losing career

During the spring of 2003, a senior enlisted sailor learned first hand how “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” can be a dangerous weapon of retaliation. This sailor found herself facing allegations that she had engaged in misconduct and homosexual conduct shortly after she reported another sailor engaging in fraud.

In April of 2002, the senior enlisted sailor reported an incident in which she witnessed another sailor engaging in fraud by misusing her government purchasing card. As a result of this report, the sailor engaged in the fraudulent activity was investigated, found guilty of fraudulent acts and ultimately demoted.

Shortly after the demotion of this sailor, the reporting senior enlisted sailor’s command confronted her stating they were unhappy because her fraud report had caused embarrassment to the entire command. Rather than supporting a sailor

The first document was a friendship card sent by Soria to his wife expressing caring and gratitude for their friendship during a difficult time in both their lives; the second document was an entry he had ripped from his wife’s private journal detailing an erotic dream she had about Soria.

Soria’s command first stated that they would not pursue the allegations. Ultimately, the Navy chose to disre-

Mixed Reviews of a Very Public Event:
“Boy Meets Boy”

“I was giving up a lot to be there – my job.” “I would do it again, but … I wish I’d fought the policy.”
Former Fire Control Technician 1st Class Michael J. Tiner, Navy Times

“There are a lot of homosexuals in the military, and there will be a lot of homosexuals in the military no matter what the policy is. The guy who went on the show didn’t do anything wrong, and there was no inappropriate behavior.”

t3(SW) Joseph M. Schnettler, Navy Times

Fire Control Technician 1st Class Michael Jason Tiner, a combat systems instructor based in San Diego who taught at the Navy's Submarine Learning Center, made headlines last year when he was outed on national television. In the spring of 2003 Tiner found himself at a proverbial fork in the road. Down one road was his continued successful career in the Navy, down the other road was the freedom to live a fuller life. With few regrets, Tiner, 26, chose to live his life openly and became a contestant on the Bravo television series Boy Meets Boy. The program was a gay dating show in which men, both gay and straight, vied for the affections of a gay bachelor. The show later revealed the sexual orientation of the contestants once they were dismissed. Tiner, eliminated in the first episode, was identified as gay.

Prior to the airing of the show, Tiner’s command confronted him about his appearance on the series. Some members of his command had recognized Tiner in promotional advertisements for the show. Within weeks of the show airing, and Tiner admitting he is gay on the show, the Navy honorably discharged him. Tiner decided at that time not to fight his discharge when his command agreed not to conduct an intrusive investigation into his private life and recommended he receive an honorable discharge.

Although he lost his Navy career through discharge, Tiner received support directly from sailors he served with, and others with whom he had not served. The private and public support he has enjoyed, have made Tiner even more committed to advocating for the end of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”
Naval Academy Alumni Come Out: Former Midshipmen Apply for Lesbian and Gay Alumni Chapter

“We want gay and lesbian officers and midshipmen to know we have gone before them, and they can serve with honor and pride.”

Former Lieutenant Junior Grade Jeff Petrie, Navy Times

“[John Sewell, Class of 1990] said the pressure caused by not being honest about who he was caused him to leave the Navy. A submariner, Sewell loved being at sea, but resigned after five years.”

Navy Times

On Veterans Day of 2003, a group of former naval officers and United States Naval Academy graduates applied to the academy for recognition of a lesbian and gay alumni chapter. The officers and graduates created USNA Out, as it is called, to provide positive openly lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender role models for active duty officers and midshipmen forced to serve in silence. USNA Out also allows gay Naval Academy Alumni, who may not feel comfortable in joining traditional alumni chapters, a way to connect with their peers.

Although the Academy rejected USNA Out’s application, the intent behind the application received support. An editorial in the November 24, 2003 edition of the Navy Times stated, “[w]hat the Heck, if the Fab Five on ‘Queer Eye for the Straight Guy’ can remake the doofusses they deal with, the far-less-flamboyant gay alumni ought to be able to rearrange the thinking of some retired naval officers.”

Recommendations: Clear and Consistent Implementation of The AHAP and “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” Within The Navy Must be a Priority

“[For this training to be as effective as it can, sailors need to see their leadership participating, too.”

Commander Craig Anderson, Navy Times

The Navy must lead by example. The Navy cannot sacrifice clarity and consistency in training intended to promote the safety of its sailors and unit cohesion in the name of time saving measures. SLDN continues to hear reports from sailors and naval officers that anti-gay harassment is an everyday occurrence in the Navy. When harassment is reported, no one is held accountable for engaging in or condoning that harassment. Furthermore, sailors report to SLDN that they feel even less is being done to stop harassment and retaliation than has been done in previous years. While SLDN understands that the Navy is under great pressure to perform in the current military operations, the Navy cannot neglect its sailors nor ignore DoD directives. SLDN makes recommendations identical to last year. SLDN challenges Navy leaders to:

- Open a dialogue with SLDN on training and implementation of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and AHAP;
- Update the GMT training to more clearly explain how and to whom sailors can safely report anti-gay harassment;
- Authorize Equal Opportunity

for properly reporting illegal activity, the senior enlisted sailor’s command appears to have engaged in deliberate retaliatory action against her. First, her performance evaluations dropped dramatically. Then, the senior enlisted sailor’s command reprimanded her for referring to a civilian friend as her “sister.” During that reprimand meeting, the sailor reported that her new Executive Officer (XO) initially expressed her disapproval with the “sister” reference; however, the XO soon expressed her displeasure instead with the sailor for reporting the fraud.

The sailor’s command then attempted to separate her from the Navy for allegedly providing a false official statement and for homosexual conduct. Despite an outstanding record, including evaluations consistently praising her efforts and demeanor, and receiving the award of “Senior Sailor of the Year” for FY2002, the sailor’s command chose to pursue allegations made against her by the very same sailor she had reported for defrauding the government.

Determined to fight this retaliation, the senior enlisted sailor presented her case before an administrative separation board and filed an official complaint against her command. The separation board voted unanimously to reject the command’s allegations and retain this sailor in the Navy. Unfortunately for the Navy, this senior enlisted sailor chose not to reenlist in large part because of her experience under “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”
staff to investigate reports of harassment based on perceived sexual orientation;

• Create accountability measures for those who violate “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” or who partici-
pate in or condone anti-gay harassment, and instruct all Navy leaders on those measures;

• Provide in-depth training on the “credible evidence” standard and limits to investigations under “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell;”

• Create training tailored to dif-
ferent audiences (command, judge advocates, senior NCOs, and inspectors general vs. junior enlisted ranks);

• Actively measure the effective-
ness of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and anti-harassment training;

• Alter training as necessary when its effectiveness is found to be lacking; and

• Raise improving command cli-
mates and working environ-
ments to a higher priority.
**Marine Corps Marking Time on “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” Implementation**

*“The nongay soldiers who do not wish to shower with gay soldiers are ideological descendants of those white soldiers who did not wish to live with in the same barracks, eat at the same table, or swim in the same swimming pool with black soldiers”*  
Col. R.M. Balzhiser (Ret.), *Army Times*  

Discharge numbers of lesbian, gay and bisexual Marines dropped again in FY2003 – a remarkable 43% from FY2002. Despite the exemption of gay discharges from the January 9th, 2003 stop loss covering the entire Marine Corps and Marine Reserves, it appears that in practice gay Marines are being retained. It is likely that this is attributable to the Corps’ need for good Marines in wartime. In 2003, the Marine Corps also failed to follow up on its progress made in 2002 regarding the implementation of Anti-Harassment Action Plan (AHAP).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Discharges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Marine Corps Fails to Follow Through: AHAP Implementation Still Lacking**

“In concert with our core values, all Marines will be treated with dignity and respect.”  
MARADMIN 259/02 Homosexual Conduct Policy

The Marine Corps failed to follow through on progress made in 2002 on AHAP implementation. AHAP implementation in the Marine Corps continues to miss the mark in all respects.

In FY2002, the Marine Corps conducted a review of its training and implementation of the Homosexual Conduct Policy (HCP) and AHAP and issued revised training guidance applicable to the entire Marine Corps in May. The May 2002 guidance also indicated that “specific taskings and responsibilities to further improve training and the Marine Corps’ execution of the HCP will be provided under separate MARADMIN.” Revised training materials were then published in August of 2002.

While the review and issuance of revised training guidance in 2002 was a positive step, follow up in 2003 has been minimal. The May 2002 guidance mandated that the next annual review of training be conducted in January of 2003. SLDN has found no evidence that the Marine Corps conducted such a
Harassment reporting mechanisms in the Marine Corps continue to be insufficient. The reporting component of AHAP entails encouraging those with concerns to report them and providing confidential avenues for reporting. Marine Corps leaders, however, have not established confidential avenues for reporting mistreatment, harassment, and inappropriate comments or gestures. Marine Corps policy states that reporting harassment through the chain of command is the “preferred method,” although Marines may also make reports to Chaplains and IGs. Lesbian, gay and bisexual Marines who report harassment, however, face the risk of investigation and discharge if they inadvertently discuss their sexual orientation during the reporting process. Therefore, Marines are understandably hesitant to report anti-gay mistreatment at all. Marine clients of SLDN continue to report anti-gay harassment as a significant problem within the Marine Corps, and the lack of channels for confidentially reporting such harassment is a key contributing factor in this problem.

There is little evidence that the Marine Corps is enforcing AHAP. Reports to SLDN indicate that the Marine Corps continues to tolerate mistreatment, harassment and derogatory comments about lesbians, gays and bisexuals. Reports of those engaging in the misconduct being held accountable are scarce, indicating that Marine leaders are not taking the AHAP enforcement requirement seriously.

Lastly, the Marine Corps appears to have taken some steps to address measuring the effectiveness of their implementation of the AHAP. However, despite the inclusion of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” training as a special interest for the Marine Corps Inspector General, neither the IG nor any other Marine Corps agency
appears to be taking a serious look at the substance of the anti-harassment training or the training’s effectiveness. SLDN welcomes the Commandant’s order that “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” training be included in the Marine Corps Common Skills Handbook, the Marine Corps’ manual of basic skills all Marines must master, regardless of military occupational specialty. SLDN encourages the Marine Corps to measure the effectiveness of including HCP related information in the Common Skills Manual.

**ANOTHER CAUSALITY TO “DON’T ASK, DON’T TELL”:**
**GAY IRAQ VETERAN COMES OUT IN RESPONSE TO THREATS**

“All I ever wanted to do was become a Marine. I have wanted to be a Marine for as long as I can remember.”

“Joaquin,” Marine Lance Corporal

The case of a Marine Lance Corporal we will refer to only as “Joaquin” speaks volumes about the tragic loss of talent and motivation inflicted by the ban in today’s Marine Corps.

Joaquin has wanted to be a Marine for as long as he can remember. Years after he and his family immigrated to the United States from Mexico, Joaquin made himself a legend among recruiters in his small home town when he started showing up at recruiting events at the age of fifteen. During high school, Joaquin came to terms with the fact that he was gay, but did not want his sexual orientation to get in the way of his dreams of wearing the Marine uniform. He had been out to his friends in high school without incident, and did not appreciate the complexity of the double life he would have to lead as a gay Marine.

Joaquin realized his dream and became a Marine in 2002. He served as an infantryman and spent seven months in Iraq doing humanitarian assistance missions and security patrols. A native Spanish speaker, Joaquin’s command selected him to serve as an interpreter for US forces working with coalition forces from Spanish speaking countries. His language skills made him an especially valuable Marine, and he took pride in the additional contributions he made to the mission as an interpreter.

Shortly after his return from the war, however, Joaquin determined that pursuing his dream of a life in the Marine Corps came at too great a cost. The stress of hiding his sexual orientation was worse than the stress of deployment or any other stresses he had endured as a Marine, and fear of being discovered and scorned by his fellow Marines became too much for him. Joaquin told his command he was gay, as a matter of integrity and in response to anti-gay threats he endured from people in his unit who interpreted his disinterest in his private life to mean he was gay. At the time of this publication, Joaquin awaits a decision from his command as to whether he will be discharged or allowed to continue to live his dream as a United States Marine.

**RECOMMENDATIONS:**
**TAKE CARE OF MARINES**

“Some years ago, I would have agreed with the Joint Chiefs of Staff and then-Sen. Sam Nunn, R-Ga., as chairman of the Senate Armed Service Committee. But I no longer feel that way... It’s time to remove this ban and stop wasting valuable resources on investigating and kicking out otherwise fully competent personnel.”

Marine Lieutenant Colonel H. Thomas, *Army Times*

The Marine Corps needs to do much more to satisfy the letter and the spirit of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and the AHAP. Marine leaders have a professional and moral duty to take care of all of their Marines, including those who are lesbian, gay and bisexual. During 2004, the Marine Corps should:

- Open a dialogue with SLDN on training and implementation of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and AHAP;

- Update training to adequately address anti-gay harassment;

- Designate “confidential” resources for reporting anti-gay harassment;

- Hold accountable leaders who tolerate anti-gay harassment; and

- Actively measure the effectiveness of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and anti-harassment training.
THE NEW COAST GUARD STRUGGLES WITH “DON’T ASK, DON’T TELL” UNDER HEIGHTENED DEMANDS ON PERSONNEL

“From the Mediterranean Sea to the Persian Gulf, the homeland-focused Coast Guard is engaged in its largest overseas deployment since the Vietnam War.”

Navy Times

The Coast Guard saw a 38% decrease in gay discharges during FY2003 as the demands on its personnel and resources increased. This past year the Coast Guard was required to expand beyond its duty of guarding homeland shores to engaging in security duties overseas in Operation Iraqi Freedom. More Coast Guard personnel and equipment are deployed abroad now than at any other time since the Vietnam War. This overseas deployment, combined with the high volume of ships coming in and out of United States ports, has pushed the Coast Guard to its limits.

Acknowledging the increased demands on the Coast Guard this past year, it is still disappointing that the Coast Guard’s promised “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” training revisions have not yet been completed. Further, there are indications that delays in completing the training revisions have resulted in continuing command violations of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”

SECURITY AND SAFETY CONFLICT: ANOTHER YEAR PASSES WITHOUT THE COAST GUARD COMPLETING ANTI-HARASSMENT TRAINING

“Safety and security are both sides of the same coin, and we can’t ignore safety at the expense of security.”

Rear Admiral Paul J. Pluta, Navy Times

Individual Coast Guard commands struggled this year with implementing “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and the Anti-Harassment Action Plan (AHAP) without clear guidance from above. The Coast Guard has taken some steps towards revamping its execution of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and its compliance with the AHAP. Specifically, the Coast Guard added “Don’t Pursue” and “Don’t Harass” language to its Personnel Manual section addressing “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”

Importantly, the addition included the statement that, “[h]arassment can take different forms, ranging from ‘innocent’ comments and jokes...
causing a hostile climate, to direct verbal or physical abuse.” 237

Unfortunately, any additional progress on AHAP implementation has slowed significantly. The Coast Guard still has not completed the training modifications on anti-harassment and “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” promised in 2001. Therefore, SLDN finds that the Coast Guard has yet to meet any of the requirements outlined in the four components of the AHAP.

The Coast Guard has assured SLDN that it plans to fulfill its commitment and provide additional guidance regarding anti-gay harassment in the Equal Opportunity curriculum it is currently revising. Currently, SLDN’s understanding is that the Equal Opportunity officer for each command has been tasked with temporarily altering their training material to reflect the changes to the personnel manual. This temporary measure is intended to fill the gap until the permanent changes to the Equal Opportunity curriculum are finished. The Coast Guard has informed SLDN that completion of its changes to the Equal Opportunity curriculum is targeted for the spring of 2004.

As of the publication date for this report, SLDN had received, reviewed, and offered recommendations to the Coast Guard regarding their draft Equal Opportunity curriculum alterations. SLDN urges the Coast Guard to make AHAP implementation a priority. The safety of Coast Guard members, in their person and in their jobs, helps to ensure the security of our ports and of our other service members abroad.

FACT AND RUMOR CLASH:
IN VIOLATION OF “DON’T ASK, DON’T TELL,” COAST GUARDSMAN JUSTIN PEACOCK IS INVESTIGATED BASED ON RUMOR AND CONJECTURE

Delays in revising Coast Guard training, combined with incomplete implementation of the AHAP, has cost the Coast Guard and its members dearly. Individual guardsmen pay through the loss of their careers; the Coast Guard pays through losing valuable personnel at a time when it can least afford it. One example is Seaman Justin Peacock.

When Peacock joined the Coast Guard he never imagined he would spend almost a year of his enlistment fighting to keep his job. A good guardsman, Peacock never thought his command would begin an investigation, and move to discharge him, based on rumors and an offhand comment made in response to harassment. Unfortunately, this is exactly what happened to Peacock this last year.

Shortly after reporting for duty at Cape Disappointment, Peacock became the subject of rumors that he was gay. Peacock endured jokes and comments for months until during the summer of 2002. Peacock reported to his Executive Officer that another guardsman, Seaman Bilby, was repeatedly harassing him calling him a faggot. Following Peacock’s report, it appears that the Executive Officer admonished Bilby for the comment but then asked Bilby if he had any evidence that Peacock is gay. This was clearly an inappropriate response by the command to a report of harassment. 238

Even more disturbingly, it appears Peacock’s Executive Officer and Chief then began an inappropriate investigation by questioning other guardsmen about their knowledge of Peacock’s sexual orientation. An investigation based on rumors, speculation and the allegation of a disgruntled witness violates the requirement that credible evidence from a reliable source be presented prior to initiating an investigation. 239

Peacock’s Executive Officer and Chief further violated “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” by apparently conducting this investigation without prior approval by Peacock’s Commanding Officer. 240

In the fall of 2002, Peacock was notified that he was under investigation and immediately contacted SLDN. Determined to remain in the Coast Guard, Peacock fought fiercely for retention by requesting to appear before an administrative discharge board. At the board, evidence revealed that Peacock’s command had violated “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” repeatedly. Interviews with fellow guardsman showed that the workplace was rife with direct and indirect anti-gay harassment. Peacock had faced numerous rumors about his perceived sexual orientation and was not the only guardsman at the command to face such rumors. Furthermore, Peacock’s was not the only inappropriate investigation within the command. At Peacock’s discharge board, it was revealed that another guardsman in the same command was also investigated regarding his sexual orientation apparently based on rumor alone.

Ultimately, Peacock lost his case before the discharge board which recommended his dismissal based
RECOMMENDATIONS:
THE COAST GUARD IN 2004
SHOULD FULFILL ITS PROMISES

Following a year that saw tremendous demands placed on the Coast Guard to protect the homeland and our troops abroad, SLDN remains cautiously optimistic that the Coast Guard will fulfill its promises of improving training and implementation of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and the AHAP. Similar to our recommendations of last year, SLDN hopes the Coast Guard’s revised training is completed this year and that the Coast Guard:

- Maintain a dialogue with SLDN on training and implementation of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” and the AHAP;
- Ensure that anti-harassment specifically addresses harassment based on perceived sexual orientation;
- Clearly identify to whom, and how Coast Guard members can safely report anti-gay harassment;
- Clearly identify safe spaces for Coast Guard members to receive confidential counseling;
- Provide examples of harassment, including name-calling and jokes, using anti-gay language; and
- Provide clear guidance to Coast Guard commands on “credible evidence” and investigative limits under “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”

The new training should use blunt, specific language to clarify to all members of the Coast Guard that anti-gay harassment is unacceptable and that those using anti-gay epithets, or otherwise engaging in anti-gay harassment, will be held accountable.

Safety and security of Coast Guardsmen should remain as high a priority as the inspection of ships entering and leaving our harbors. SLDN challenges the Coast Guard to complete the work it started on revamping its training in an effort to ensure the safety of its members and move it closer to compliance with the AHAP.

It is also troubling that while Peacock’s career in the Coast Guard is over, there is no indication that any steps have been taken to reprimand the guardsmen who were harassing Peacock and other guardsmen in the command. There is also no evidence that the command has held Peacock’s Chief and Executive Officer accountable for conducting improper investigations.
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